Join our efforts to keep pipelines safe

The Pipeline Association for Public Awareness is a non-profit, volunteer-driven industry organization. Our pipeline safety and damage prevention programs help hundreds of pipeline operators comply with federal and state public awareness requirements and connect with the schools, excavators, public officials, emergency response agencies, residents and businesses in their communities.

Program materials include technical reference guides, multi-media videos, newsletters, web applications and interactive learning modules developed by industry experts working collaboratively with member operators, regulators and other stakeholders.

Learn more by participating in a monthly membership call, contacting a board member or visiting our website at www.pipelineawareness.org.
Overview of Select Programs & Materials

**Pipeline Emergency Response Guidelines**
- Comprehensive, 24 page reference manual for emergency response agencies
- Outlines recommended response procedures and evacuation guidance
- Communicates required RP 1162 messages for natural gas and liquids operators including distribution and transmission-specific messaging
- Includes an incident response checklist and interactive CD with training scenarios
- Distributed annually by mail, in meetings and directly by member operators

**Pipeline Emergency Response Assessment & Training Resources**
- National online emergency response capability database and reporting tool assists operators and emergency response agencies with planning and preparedness activities
- Online training scenarios and interactive learning modules provide opportunity to practice recommended pipeline emergency response protocols including scenarios specifically developed for 911 dispatchers, law enforcement and fire service personnel
- Multi-media video resources include general pipeline information, safety information for kids and emergency response case studies
- Emergency contact directory lists 24/7 emergency numbers for member operators

**School Pipeline Safety Partnership**
- Industry-leading program dedicated to increasing pipeline awareness and emergency preparedness at schools located near pipelines
- Includes face-to-face liaison meetings with school administrators, school-specific web pages and printed material distributed annually by mail
- Administered in partnership with the Danielle Dawn Smalley Foundation

**Excavation Safety Guide - Pipeline Edition**
- 60+ page magazine filled with technical reference information and best practices for safely excavating near pipelines and complying with One Call laws and OSHA regulations
- Pullout poster in English and Spanish enables excavators to share required API RP 1162 messages with employees
- Provides One Call and state law reference information for all 50 states including exemptions, wait time and tolerance zones
- Includes pipeline operator emergency and non-emergency contact information
- Distributed annually by mail, in meetings and directly by member operators

**Pipeline Awareness - Safety Information for Public Officials**
- Annual newsletter for elected public officials and government employees
- Provides an industry perspective on topics of current interest and communicates required API RP 1162 messages
- Distributed annually by mail, in meetings and directly by member operators

Hundreds of distribution, transmission and gathering pipeline operators utilize program materials developed by the Pipeline Association for Public Awareness to help them comply with state and federal pipeline awareness and damage prevention requirements.

To learn more about our organization and programs, join an upcoming membership call, contact a board member or visit our website at [www.pipelineawareness.org](http://www.pipelineawareness.org).